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Nespresso
Coffee 400
Serve your team and your guests the Nespresso coffee everyone loves!
Nespresso coffee masters carefully curate some of the world’s finest
coffee beans – expertly roasted and ground to deliver the exceptional
taste of genuine espresso and rich coffee. Nespresso is also deeply
committed to sustainability, supporting the livelihoods of over 120,000
coffee farmers around the world.
Nespresso Classics

50CT

RISTRETTO INTENSO INTENSE & SYRUPY
11270
A daring blend of South and Central American Robustas and
Arabica, Ristretto Intenso is a full coffee of exceptional intensity
with notes of pepper and a creamy texture.
RISTRETTO FULL BODIED & PERSISTENT
11220
Pure and dark-roasted South and Central American Arabicas
make Ristretto a coffee with a dense body and distinct cocoa
notes.
INTENSO BOLD & INTENSELY ROASTED
11255
Strong-roasted Arabicas and a touch of Robusta come together
in Intenso. The bold roasted notes accompany you until the very
last drop.
FORTE ROUND & BALANCED
11200
Made exclusively from South and Central American Arabicas, the
complex aroma of this intensely roasted espresso is a balance of
strong roasted and fruity notes.
LEGGERO LIGHT & REFRESHING
11300
A delicious blend of South American Arabicas and Robusta,
Leggero adds smooth cocoa and cereal notes to a well-balanced
body.
FINEZZO FLOWERY & REFRESHING
11245
Mild with a gently sparkling acidity, a light roast of its Ethiopian
and Latin American Arabicas keeps this refreshing long cup’s
floral notes in bloom.
DECAFFEINATO DENSE & POWERFUL
11230
A blend of decaffeinated South American Arabicas and Robusta,
this full body blend boasts subtle cocoa and toasted cereal
notes.

Nespresso Origins

50CT

ORIGIN BRAZIL SWEET & SMOOTH
11280
A pure Arabica coffee, Origin Brazil is a delicate blend with a
smooth texture and an elegantly mild and sweet flavor enhanced
by a note of lightly toasted grain.

ORIGIN CONGO ORGANIC FRUITY & BISCUITY
11285
is still a scarce treasure to behold with its mild fruity, toasted
cereal notes and nutty aromas. When enjoyed with milk, it reveals
sweet cereal and biscuit notes.
ORIGIN GUATEMALA BOLD & SILKY
11290
A blend of Arabica and washed Gourmet Robusta coffee, Origin
Guatemala is a smooth and balanced blend with intense dry and
malty cereal notes underlining its bold character.
ORIGIN INDIA INTENSE & SPICY
11240
A marriage of the finest Arabicas with a hint of Robusta from
Southern India. It is a full-bodied coffee, which has a powerful
character and notes of spices.
ORIGIN PERU ORGANIC FRUITY & ELEGANT
11235
Split-roast to reveal both the bright, juicy acidity and the elegant
fruity notes accented by a smooth, toasted cereal note.

Nespresso Creations

50CT

ICE INTENSO BOLDLY COLD
11250
Specially blended with outh American and Indonesian Arabicas to
be enjoyed over ice for a delicious cold coffee experience.
BIANCO INTENSO FOR INTENSE MILK RECIPES
11225
Created from a balanced blend of Colombian and Ethiopian
coffees, this profile is designed to be perfectly paired with milk
revealing its cereal and nutty notes.
BIANCO DELICATO FOR SMOOTH MILK RECIPES
11340
Kenyan arabica is carefully blended with Indonesian arabica, to
offer a delicate sweetness that is perfect for creamy milk recipes.
ESPRESSO CARAMEL CARAMEL FLAVORED
11320
Espresso Caramel is a flavored coffee elaborated on a base of
Forte. The sweetness of the caramel flavor mellows the roasted
notes giving birth to a pleasant coffee reminiscent of the
browning of sugar.
ESPRESSO VANILLA VANILLA FLAVORED
11330
Discover a silky flavored coffee thanks to the full and slightly
caramelized aroma of vanilla combined with the complex Forte
profile.
*check with your local branch for availability
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